Stenciling
December 12th, 2021

[LEADERSHIP]
Henry MA (Quartermaster)
Tyler CT (acting Scribe)

[ATTENDANCE]
Henry MA, Jim MA, Joe MA, Josh NH, Mike RI, Tyler CT, Victor MA

[TIMELINE]
Sunday:
01:00 - Activists meet at Meet-Up Point
01:15 - Begin briefing. Distribute equipment and load into one vehicle.
  • Ear-pieces are disguised under scouts' clothing.
  • Test Radios. Stencilers should have 2 radios. One for comms with scouts, and one for police which is 482.71250 MHz
  • Stencilers should have headlamps, but only use them if needed
  • All unneeded phones and wallets are left at the Meet-Up Point.
  • Scouts can keep their phones as something to use when looking less suspicious.
  • Scouts' cover-story is that they're waiting for a friend to pick them up.
  • Scouts should wear covid masks, not PF masks.
  • Radio communication should be generic/coded. Assume every word is being heard and recorded by authorities
01:30 Depart to Action and park in the light-blue circle
01:42 Begin actions:
  ▪ Deploy Scout 1 (Purple) and Scout 2 (Green)
  ▪ When the scouts are in position and indicate that the location is safe, the remaining activists follow the purple route to the stencil location which is the red circle.
  ▪ Blanket is deployed over the fence for concealment, and stenciling begins
  ▪ If authorities are spotted, “blue” (along with “East” or “West” to denote which scout is reporting) is spoken over the radio. Scouts remain still while stencilers hide behind blanket.
  ▪ When stenciling is complete, stencilers will inform the scouts with “Job Complete” on the radio. All activists casually return to the parked vehicle unless there is a reason to hurry.
02:00 – Depart to Meet-Up Point.
02:10 – Arrive and depart to Spencer.

[GEAR LIST]
Clothing:
PF Hat, PF Chevron Patch, PF Mask
Do not wear bright colors or distinctive markings
No other dress code is to be worn.

Additional Items:
Headlamp
Equipment for Sunday evening actions if attending and not returning home before then.

**Leadership Items:**
- At least 2 covid masks for scouts
- Big “Reclaim America” stencil
- PF URL stencil
- 2x White wide-nozzle spray paint
- 1x Red spray paint
- 1x Blue spray paint
- Backpack
- Big light-weight blanket
- 3x Radios and at least 2x earpieces.
- Gloves for stencilers

**[LOCATIONS]**

**Meet-Up Point**
60 Stockwell Dr, Avon, MA 02322
42.130389725150934, -71.06407998992081

**Action**
111 Green St, Brockton, MA 02301
42.08457265744377, -71.02272454526542
*Park on Green Street close to the west side. Do not drive down Legion Pkwy.*